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Abstract: According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) agency, the World Heritage Sites (WHS) inscribed in the World Heritage List (WHL) must be safeguarded with an adequate protection system, in order to guarantee their integrity and authenticity. Currently, many UNESCO sites are threatened by geohazards, but the safeguard of these sites does not seem to be wide-ranging. Looking at the standard list of factors affecting the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of WHS, which has been adopted by the World Heritage Committee in 2008, it seems that only “sudden geological events” are considered as factors that undermine the protection of the properties. Furthermore, it is well known that slow-kinematic phenomena can also threaten cultural and natural heritage. This study proposes a satellite InSAR-based procedure to identify and monitor the temporal and spatial evolution of ground deformation related to slow-kinematic geohazards (slow-moving landslides and ground-subsidence). This procedure, applied in this work on the Tuscany Region (Italy), simplify the InSAR products interpretation, making them easily exploitable by the local WHS managers for long-term geohazards monitoring and conservation strategies. These activities, thanks to the main characteristics of the recent Sentinel-1 data (short revisit time, free availability without any restrictions and worldwide coverage), can be defined for each UNESCO site of the world.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, ensuring the safeguard of natural and cultural sites is increasingly difficult, due to not only anthropic actions but also natural events [1]. These calamities also affect some of the 1073 UNESCO natural, cultural, and mixed properties (update of January 2018), which have been registered since 1978 on the WHL. These priceless and irreplaceable sites, because of their exceptional characteristics, can be considered to be of “Outstanding Universal Value (OUV)” [2].

The scientific community has cross-compared these proprieties with different geological databases to provide a statistical estimation of UNESCO WHS affected by geological risks. A recent study [3] shows that ~60% of the WHL sites are exposed to at least one geological hazard and that the most frequent ones are earthquakes and landslides. In Europe, 16% of the WH properties belong to the high seismic hazard category, 12% and 14% have very high and high landslide susceptibility, respectively and at least 7% of them have high volcanic hazard [4]. At the national scale, 45% of the Italian UNESCO sites are affected by landslides [4], whereas subsidence and landslides are the geohazards that mainly.
threaten the stability of United Kingdom World Heritage Sites (18.6% and 11.5% of the total susceptible land, respectively [5]).

Even though it is widely recognized that WHS are threatened by geological factors, the level of attention placed on geohazards appears to be poor [3], especially if compared with the other potential threatening factors, such as wars, uncontrolled urban development, or arson [6].

This unawareness can be found within the Periodic Reporting that the State Parties submit every six years to the World Heritage Committee, in order to provide “up-dated information about the World Heritage properties to record the changing circumstances and state of conservation of the properties” [7]. Particularly, within the II Cycle of UNESCO reports (2008–2015), where a standard list of factors affecting the OUV of the World Heritage proprieties is present [8], only some “sudden ecological and geological events” are included: volcanic eruption, earthquake, tsunami/tidal wave, avalanche/landslide, erosion and siltation/deposition, and wildfire. Unfortunately, not only these geological factors can threaten cultural and natural heritage, but also slow-kinematic phenomena, such as slow-moving landslides (as defined by [9]) and ground-subsidence [6,10–12].

In this context, a greater knowledge of the potential impact of such phenomena could be increased with the geoinformation obtained through the space-borne InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) techniques [13], which can be an important supporting tool for WHS condition assessment.

In the last decade, Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI, [14,15]), turned out to be a powerful tool to identify and monitor slow-kinematic geological factors [16–24]. PS are mainly stable elements on the ground, e.g., rocks, buildings or roads; for this reason, the PSI analysis is optimal in urban centers. Recently, new significant improvements in remote investigations are guaranteed by the SqueeSAR technique [25]. This technique jointly detects PS, and DS (Distributed Scatterers), which are principally pastures, debris areas, or uncultivated fields. Thus, the SqueeSAR technique allows excellent ground deformation monitoring, not only in strongly anthropized areas, but also in non-urban areas, where the number of PS is limited [26,27]. PSInSAR and SqueeSAR techniques have also been exploited for conservation strategies in cultural and natural heritage, mainly for their non-invasiveness in the investigated assets [28,29]. The launch in 2014 of the Sentinel-1 constellation has drastically increased the possible applications of PSI for mapping and monitoring geohazards. These new generation satellites acquire on the same area with a 6-day revisiting time and their images are freely available with worldwide coverage. All these characteristics, in addition to a regular acquisition plan, are fundamental to designing long-term geohazard monitoring strategies [30–32]. An excellent procedure based on Sentinel-1 data has been recently proposed in Ref. [33], which allows identifying the most critical ground deformation, named Active Deformation Areas (ADA), in the investigated area.

The aim of this work is to exploit the wide area coverage capability of PSI data to fill the current gaps in the UNESCO sites safeguarding system. In this framework, we propose a simple and repeatable procedure to identify and monitor ground deformation related to different types of geohazards (slow-moving landslides and ground-subsidence), within the boundaries of UNESCO sites. This product can be easily exploited by the local stakeholders of each UNESCO site as a guide to managing the huge amount of satellite data (currently absent for cultural heritage applications, see [13]), and thus identify, in a fast and simple way, the main ground movements. Furthermore, it can be useful, through the integration with additional data (e.g., geohazard inventories, ground truth information, etc.) and on-site investigations, to update the UNESCO reports for each WHS, inserting, if present, the slow-kinematic phenomena that are not currently included in the list of factors affecting the UNESCO sites. To illustrate the proposed procedure, 7 UNESCO proprieties of Tuscany Region (Italy), have been chosen as test sites. Envisat (2003–2010) and Sentinel-1 (2014–2017) datasets, processed with different PSI techniques, have been analyzed.
2. Procedure for the Identification and Updating of Slow-Kinematic Ground Deformation in UNESCO Sites

The identification of moving areas is based on a simple, fast, and repeatable procedure proposed by Ref. [33], here adapted for the specific aims of this work: Figure 1 shows a scheme of this approach. This methodology allows identifying ADA, which are defined as areas of intense ground motion that could be due to potential geohazards (slow-moving landslides and ground-subsidence). The huge amount of data contained in the satellite datasets (millions of PS), is managed on a Geographic Information System (GIS) platform through the following steps. First, all the PS velocity measurements acquired along the satellite line of sight ($V_{\text{LOS}}$) are filtered, with a threshold value that is twice the standard deviation ($2\sigma$) of all the velocity measurements. At this stage, “active” points ($|V_{\text{LOS}}| > 2\sigma$), are distinguished from those in which a movement has not been detected ($|V_{\text{LOS}}| \leq 2\sigma$). Subsequently, for each “active” point (AP), a circular area of influence is defined on the basis of the size of the ground resolution cell of the SAR images. Among all the buffered APs, only those intersecting each other and forming a polygon with at least 3 APs inside are considered an ADA (Figure 2). This choice was made to perform a local scale analysis on a regional dataset (downscale process). This allowed identifying even small active deformation that may compromise the conservation of the UNESCO proprieties. Finally, to obtain the magnitude of each ADA, the average of the APs velocities (in absolute value) included in the ADA are calculated.

![Figure 1. Flowchart of the methodology. Modified from Ref. [33].](image)

Comparing the characteristics of ADA extracted from two satellite datasets acquired at different times within the UNESCO sites boundaries, it is possible to identify the evolution of the most critical and reliable ground deformation over time. In Figure 3, a scheme of the applied procedure is shown. This product could be used by the local institutions responsible for each WHS as a tool to update the periodic reports and perform an assessment of the active geohazards (slow-moving landslides and ground-subsidence) identified.

The proposed procedure can be applied to any satellite SAR data; however, it provides the best performances with Sentinel-1 regional datasets.
3. An Overview of the UNESCO Sites in Tuscany

At the beginning of 2018, Italy, with a total of 53 proprieties, is the nation with the highest number of sites inscribed in the WHL [34].

Eight of these 53 proprieties, both cultural and natural sites, are located in the Tuscany Region and they have been inscribed in the WHL in different years (Table 1), on the basis of different criteria assumed in Ref. [35].

The UNESCO cultural heritage sites in Tuscany are the Historic Center of Florence; Piazza del Duomo, Pisa; the Historic Center of San Gimignano; the Historic Center of Siena; the Historic Center of Pienza; Medici Villas and Gardens in Tuscany (14 proprieties), and Val d’Orcia. The natural site is The Sasso Fratino Nature Reserve, that is part of The Ancient and Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians and Other Regions of Europe (transboundary property of UNESCO). Due to its almost complete extension in Emilia Romagna Region, it is not among the sites investigated here. A map indicating the location of these sites is shown in Figure 4.
Table 1. Main features of the UNESCO Tuscan sites and their boundaries (Core zone and Buffer zone). The inscription criteria shown in this table can be consulted in Ref. [35].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNESCO TUSCAN SITES</th>
<th>COORDINATES (Latitude/Longitude)</th>
<th>INSCRIPTION YEAR</th>
<th>INSCRIPTION CRITERIA</th>
<th>TYPE OF PROPERTY</th>
<th>BOUNDARIES (ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CULTURAL</td>
<td>NATURAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Historic Center of Florence</td>
<td>43.773/11.256</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>(i)(ii)(iii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Historic Center of Siena</td>
<td>43.319/11.332</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>(i)(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Medici Villas and Gardens in Tuscany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1-Cafaggiolo Villa</td>
<td>43.965/11.295</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2-Trebbio Villa</td>
<td>43.953/11.287</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3-Careggi Villa</td>
<td>43.809/11.249</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4-Medici of Fiesole Villa</td>
<td>43.806/11.289</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5-Castello Villa</td>
<td>43.819/11.228</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6-Poggio a Caiano Villa</td>
<td>43.818/11.056</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>9.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.7-La Petraia Villa</td>
<td>43.819/11.237</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>21.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.8-Boboli Garden</td>
<td>43.762/11.248</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.9-Cerreto Guidi Villa</td>
<td>43.759/10.879</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.10-Seravezza Palace</td>
<td>43.994/10.232</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.11-Pratolino Garden</td>
<td>43.858/11.304</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>26.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.12-La Magia Villa</td>
<td>43.852/10.973</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.13-Artimino Villa</td>
<td>43.782/11.044</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.14-Poggio Imperiale Villa</td>
<td>43.749/11.248</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Historic Center of San Gimignano</td>
<td>43.468/11.042</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>(i)(iii)(iv)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>13.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Piazza del Duomo, Pisa</td>
<td>43.723/10.396</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>(i)(ii)(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>8.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Historic Center of the City of Pienza</td>
<td>43.077/11.679</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>(i)(ii)(iv)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Val d’Orcia</td>
<td>43.067/11.35</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>(iv)(vi)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>61,187.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. SassoFratino</td>
<td>43.844/11.803</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>(ix)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>781.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The 20 aforementioned cultural sites (14 Medicean proprieties plus the other six sites) are the symbol of the flourishing economic, cultural, and social development that has involved the Tuscan territory over several centuries of history. Each property has a specific boundary formally called Core Zone, and another boundary called Buffer Zone. A Buffer Zone is an area surrounding the Core Zone, where only activities compatible with the conservation objectives of UNESCO proprieties can take place. In other words, a Buffer Zone plays a fundamental role in guaranteeing the Outstanding Universal Value of a Core Zone [36]. As shown in Table 1, only the Historic Centers of San Gimignano and Pienza, are not currently provided with a Buffer Zone.

In order to understand the degree of knowledge of geological risks in each of the aforementioned UNESCO sites, we analyze the most updated cycle of UNESCO reports (II Cycle—2008/2015). Within these reports, a “Factors Summary Table” that threaten the World Heritage proprieties is shown. At this table, some “sudden ecological or geological events” are listed. We found that at the Historic Centers of Siena and San Gimignano, at the Medicean proprieties, and at the Piazza del Duomo (Pisa), the earthquake is the most recognized geohazard, and it is indicated as negative and potential. Only at the San Gimignano UNESCO site, has landslide also been identified as a current and negative geohazard (Table 2). At the Historic Center of San Gimignano and at the Medici Villas and Gardens, the origin of the threats is both inside and outside the proprieties; at the Historic Center of Siena, it is inside the Core Zone while in Piazza del Duomo it is outside. Only for the current and negative factors does the UNESCO agency provides an assessment. Therefore, for the landslide factor that affects the Historical Center of San Gimignano, the following parameters have been analyzed: spatial and temporal scale, impact, management response, and trend. It is important to underline that no further information is provided in this table, e.g., the method used to identify the factors or more details about their assessment.
Table 2. Sudden geological events listed in the UNESCO reports (II Cycle) of the Tuscan sites. A factors assessment is performed only for the current and negative ones. For the UNESCO sites numeration see Table 1. NEG = Negative; CURR = Current; POT = Potential; INS = Inside; OUT = Outside.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNESCO SITE</th>
<th>SUDDEN GEOLOGICAL EVENTS</th>
<th>IMPACT</th>
<th>ORIGIN</th>
<th>SPATIAL SCALE</th>
<th>TEMPORAL SCALE</th>
<th>IMPACT</th>
<th>MANAGEMENT RESPONSE</th>
<th>TREND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landslide</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Earthquake</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Data Collection

4.1. UNESCO Boundaries

Each World Heritage Site is characterized by a Core and a Buffer Zone, available at the UNESCO website [37]. These boundaries have been digitized in a Geographic Information System (GIS) platform in order to integrate them with the ADA.

The Historic Centers of San Gimignano and Pienza, unlike the other sites, are not currently provided with a Buffer Zone (see Table 1). By virtue of the fact that a Buffer Zone is necessary to guarantee the integrity of the Core Zone, new Buffer Zones for these two sites have been identified.

The project for the Buffer Zone of the Historic Center of Florence, proposed by Ref. [38] (approved by UNESCO on July 2015), has been taken as an example to define the new Buffer Zones. It is important to underline that this work has been done in a qualitative way, collecting all the necessary material in digital format, without carrying out on-site investigations. As indicated by Ref. [38], in order to demarcate a Buffer Zone, it is necessary to analyze both the anthropic and natural system, as they are components potentially capable of altering the identity of a place, or, in the case of a UNESCO site, changing its Outstanding Universal Value. In this study, we have collected information and databases regarding: use and land cover; infrastructures; hydrography and morphology; Sites of Regional Interest (Siti di Interesse Regionale—SIR); Protected Areas and Digital Terrain Models (DTM). Through the intersection of all this information in a GIS environment, considering that the new Buffer Zones must have a manageable and realistic dimension, i.e., with borders unambiguously recognizable on digital cartography [36], two possible Buffer Zones for the Historic Center of Pienza and San Gimignano have been identified (4.569 ha and 5.800 ha, respectively).

According to Ref. [38], between the natural and anthropic elements analyzed for the identification of the new Buffer Zone of the Historic Center of San Gimignano, the Castelvecchio Regional Protected Area stands out for its importance and, being very close to the San Gimignano Core Zone, has been included in its new Buffer Zone (see Figure 5).
It is important to underline that this work has been done in a qualitative way, collecting all the necessary material in digital format, without carrying out on-site investigations. As indicated by Ref.[38], in order to demarcate a Buffer Zone, it is necessary to analyze both the anthropic and natural system, as they are components potentially capable of altering the identity of a place, or, in the case of a UNESCO site, changing its Outstanding Universal Value. In this study, we have collected information and databases regarding: use and land cover; infrastructures; hydrography and morphology; Sites of Regional Interest (Siti di Interesse Regionale—SIR); Protected Areas and Digital Terrain Models (DTM). Through the intersection of all this information in a GIS environment, considering that the new Buffer Zones must have a manageable and realistic dimension, i.e., with borders unambiguously recognizable on digital cartography [36], two possible Buffer Zones for the Historic Center of Pienza and San Gimignano have been identified (4.569 ha and 5.800 ha, respectively).

According to Ref. [38], between the natural and anthropic elements analyzed for the identification of the new Buffer Zone of the Historic Center of San Gimignano, the Castelvecchio Regional Protected Area stands out for its importance and, being very close to the San Gimignano Core Zone, has been included in its new Buffer Zone (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Buffer Zone for the Historic Center of San Gimignano, identified in a qualitative way, taking into account the following elements: Digital Terrain Model (DTM) in shaded relief, Roads, Hydrography, and Protected Areas (downloaded from Ref. [39]).

4.2. The Influence Zones: New Boundaries

For a more reliable protection of the UNESCO sites, we analyze also the territory outside the Buffer Zones through the creation of new areas: the Influence Zones. This innovative idea arises from the awareness that a territory is no longer a static reality, but the continuous evolution of the environment by the hand of man and nature makes it a dynamic and more vulnerable system. Within such a dynamic reality, it is necessary to extend the monitoring of geological risks also to the territory immediately close to the Buffer Zones. The safeguard of this territory plays a fundamental role in guaranteeing the Outstanding Universal Value of the UNESCO sites. The new Influence Zones have been therefore created according to the following criteria. For the Medici Villas and Gardens, that have smaller Buffer Zones with respect to the other cultural sites (See Table 1), the Influence Zones surround the Buffer Zones within a 500 m range, whereas for the other proprieties, a distance of 1 km has been used.

4.3. Satellite Datasets

In this study, the proposed procedure has been applied over the entire Tuscany Region by using as input-data two PSI-derived velocity maps. The original datasets are C-band SAR datasets, acquired by the satellites Envisat and Sentinel-1 covering a total period of 10 years (Table 3). These datasets have been chosen in order to obtain a monitored period similar to the one chosen by UNESCO to update its reports (every six years). Envisat data have been processed in the framework of the PST-A Project (Piano Straordinario di Telerilevamento), thanks to the combined efforts of the private companies Telespazio and Tre-Europa. This project aimed at covering the entire national territory with interferometric products; the goal was achieved by combining PSP (Persistent Scatterer Pairs) and PSInSAR (Permanent Scatterers Interferometry) algorithms [40]. The reliability of these interferometric
datasets has successfully been proven by other authors in other Italian case studies (e.g., [41,42]). Sentinel-1 data have been recently analyzed with the SqueeSAR algorithm [25], in the framework of a regional project aimed at frequently updating the knowledge of active ground motions over Tuscany by means of interferometric products [43]. Both datasets have been processed in ascending and descending orbits (see Table 3 for details), guaranteeing a better “radar interpretation” of the obtained results [44].

Table 3. Time period, spatial resolution cell of the SAR datasets used to extrapolate PS, and standard deviation of all the velocity measurements for each satellite datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Satellite</th>
<th>Orbit</th>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Spatial Resolution (m)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (mm/Year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sentinel-1</td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td>2014–2017</td>
<td>14 × 4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sentinel-1</td>
<td>Descending</td>
<td>2014–2017</td>
<td>14 × 4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Envisat</td>
<td>Ascending</td>
<td>2003–2010</td>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Envisat</td>
<td>Descending</td>
<td>2003–2010</td>
<td>20 × 20</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

5.1. The First Step of Active Deformation Areas (ADA) Extraction

Table S1 reports some basic information regarding the PSI datasets within each Tuscan UNESCO heritage site, in terms of mean and maximum velocity, and the number of Active Points (APs). These points have been identified as explained in Section 2 (Figure 1). The obtained results are clearly influenced by the type and dimension of the UNESCO contour analyzed. In fact, the Villas of Il Trebbio, Cafaggiolo and Careggi, and the Seravezza Palace do not register PS for some datasets within the contour of their Core Zone. It’s important to underline that the maximum velocity value is sometimes less representative of an active motion, i.e., being included or not into an ADA, because it can be related to deformation outliers, not triggered by a geohazard. The most important parameter shown in Table S1 is the number of APs; it is a proxy for apriori knowledge of the potential presence of ADA. In fact, if the number of APs is high, especially within small contours, it is more probable that the moving points will be grouped in one or more ADA. The variation of this number can be an index of a temporal variation of a certain phenomenon; for example, a strong reduction or increment of APs have been found within the Buffer and Transition Zones of the Historic Centers of Pisa and Florence, and in all the three zones of the Val d’Orcia UNESCO heritage site.

5.2. Active Deformation Areas (ADA) Extracted within the Boundaries of UNESCO Tuscan Sites

The extraction of ADA has been performed on each boundary (Core, Buffer, and Influence Zones) of every UNESCO heritage site. Thus, the PS datasets considered are the ones reported in Table S1.

Inside the Core, Buffer, and Influence Zones of each property, we have collected the following information regarding the ADA (Table 4): number of ADA (N°); maximum velocity (|v_max|), minimum velocity (|v_min|), and the percentage of the areal coverage of ADA (%). Each result, shown in Table 4, includes the values of ADA extracted both in ascending and descending orbit for each of the two datasets.

As shown in Table 4, ADA have been extracted only in some of the 20 UNESCO Tuscan sites, and some differences both among the three boundaries and between the two satellite acquisitions are present. However, it is important to underline that the lack of ADA does not univocally mean the absence of movement, but it could be due to satellite information unavailability [33].
Table 4. Main attributes of ADA extracted from Envisat and Sentinel-1 datasets, within the boundaries of the UNESCO Tuscan sites. $N^o$ = number of ADA; $|v_{max}|$ = maximum velocity (mm/year); $|v_{min}|$ = minimum velocity (mm/year); % = percentage of the areal coverage of ADA; NEGL = negligible (% < 0.1). All the velocities are in absolute value. For the UNESCO sites numeration see Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNESCO Site</th>
<th>ADA Extracted from Envisat Data</th>
<th>ADA Extracted from SENTINEL-1 Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core Zone</td>
<td>Buffer Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$N^o$</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The only Core Zone with ADA is located in Val d’Orcia (Figure 6 and Table 4): 21 ADA have been identified through Envisat data, with $|v_{\text{max}}| = 7.0$ mm/year, and $|v_{\text{min}}| = 4.1$ mm/year, while 30 ADA have been extracted from Sentinel-1 dataset, with a slight increase in the maximum velocity ($|v_{\text{max}}| = 9.0$ mm/year).

Figure 6. LOS velocities (absolute value) of ADA extracted in the Core Zone of Val d’Orcia, from (a) Envisat data, and (b) Sentinel-1 data, both in ascending and descending orbit.

Few ADA have been identified in both satellite acquisitions in the Buffer Zone of Val d’Orcia (with similar velocity values), while in the Influence Zone, 2 ADA have been extracted through the newest dataset (Table 4). The greatest number of ADA has been identified through the Envisat dataset in the Buffer and Influence Zones of the Historic Center of Florence, with 82 ADA and 96 ADA respectively, and in the Influence Zone of Piazza del Duomo, where 411 ADA, with the highest percentage of the areal coverage detected (7%), have been extracted (Figure 7 and Table 4). In the Florence area, a decrease in the number of ADA (Buffer: 7 ADA; Influence: 56 ADA), and in all the other detected values, has been identified over time (the maximum velocity in the Influence Zone is halved). For the Pisa area, considering Sentinel-1 dataset, no ADA have been detected in the Buffer Zone, while in the Influence Zone, an evident decrease in the number of ADA (from 411 to 34) and in the $|v_{\text{max}}|$ value (from 19.8 mm/year to 6.1 mm/year) can be observed (Figure 7 and Table 4).

These movements probably can be attributed to the same phenomenon that lasts over time. It is worth noting also that the ADA that do not intersect each other are considered reliable ADA, connected to different geohazards or different behavior of the same phenomenon in different periods.

Among all the ADA, we have also identified those which have been detected in both datasets, even though some small variations in their position could have occurred over time. Thus, we have found that in the Core Zone of Val d’Orcia, in the Buffer Zone of the Historic Center of Florence, and in the Influence Zone of Seravezza Palace (Figure 8), Historic Center of Florence and Piazza del Duomo, an intersection between ADA is present (Table 5).
Table 5. Number of ADA that have been detected in both datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNESCO Site</th>
<th>Core Zone</th>
<th>Buffer Zone</th>
<th>Transitional Zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Historic Center of Florence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seravezza Palace</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piazza del Duomo, Pisa</td>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val d'Orcia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. LOS velocities (absolute value) of ADA extracted from Envisat and Sentinel-1 datasets, both in ascending and descending orbit, within the Core, Buffer, and Influence Zones of (a,b) Historic Center of Florence, and (c,d) Piazza del Duomo, Pisa.
The need to create a long-time monitoring period to evaluate possible variation in the spatial distribution of the ADA (Active Deformation Areas) that could be due to slow-kinematic geohazards (slow-moving landslides or ground-subsidence in this case study). The proposed methodology, which has shown potential at both regional and detailed scale in other test sites [24,33], has been specifically adapted for the aims of this work, allowing us to derive multitemporal ground deformation measurements for single UNESCO sites starting from PSI regional datasets. Although the procedure results are influenced by intrinsic limitations of the space-born InSAR techniques, e.g., slope aspect with respect to the acquisition geometry and land cover, the proposed workflow allows analyzing, in a fast and frequently updatable way, the huge amount of satellite data of a PSI dataset. The UNESCO sites are sometimes characterized by thousands of PS points (for example the Core Zone of the Historical Center of Florence contains around 5000 PS points), thus, the proposed methodology decreases the time needed to perform single point analysis over wide areas (for example the Core Zone of the Val d’Orcia covers 61,000 ha) that is a strongly time-consuming activity that cannot be frequently repeated.

The illustrated procedure can be applied to any satellite SAR data but, in this case, in order to build up two different monitored periods similar to the one chosen by UNESCO to update its reports (every six years), we chose to perform the analysis on C-band data, i.e., Envisat (spanning from 2003 to 2010) and Sentinel-1 data (spanning from 2014 and 2018), these latter are the technical evolution of Envisat data. In this way, it was possible to create two different stacks of moving areas, although refereed to two sensors. This operative choice is related to (i) the short acquisition period of Sentinel-1, (ii) the need to create a long-time monitoring period to evaluate possible variation in the spatial distribution of the ADA and in the velocities recorded (as illustrated by the Pisa case study), (iii) the similar characteristics between the two satellites selected, considering that the Sentinel-1 constellation is intended to work in continuity with ESA’s (European Space Agency) Envisat [45].

Figure 8. LOS velocities (absolute value) of ADA extracted in the Influence Zone of Seravezza Palace, from (a) Envisat data, and (b) Sentinel-1 data, both in ascending and descending orbit. The red circle highlights the ADA that, over the years, has remained in the same place (despite some little variations in their area).

6. Discussion

The main feature of this work is to propose a new procedure for identifying, within the boundaries of the UNESCO sites, the temporal and spatial evolution over time of ADA (Active Deformation Areas) that is intended to work in continuity with ESA’s (European Space Agency) Envisat [45].
Although the use of two different imaging geometries can lead to misinterpretation of the LOS velocities obtained, we consider that, for a preliminary estimation of the ground motions affecting a UNESCO site, the use of both orbits’ data as absolute values is the best operative choice for an expeditious evaluation of ground deformation. In flat areas, where subsidence is the main geohazard (such as Florence and Pisa), differences due to the geometry of acquisition are negligible.

Therefore, this work wants to be a procedure proposal, aimed at showing preliminary results on a regional test case.

The procedure is aimed at creating a priority list of possible hazardous areas within the three different contours of each UNESCO sites. This information can be delivered to the authorities in order to verify on site the effects of the recorded motions. It has to be stressed that the interferometric products have a great cost-benefit ratio with respect to classical ground measurements such as GPS (Global Positioning Network) networks [46], especially when considering regional scale applications.

The obtained results have shown a general decrease in the number of ADA between Envisat and Sentinel-1 datasets, but in some cases, as at the Val d’Orcia site, an increase in the number of ADA has been identified. The general reduction of ADA is usually connected to a lowering of PS velocities. This mainly depends on the fact that Sentinel-1 data have a lower standard deviation and time series stability, thanks to the high redundancy of data given by the 6-day revisiting time. On the other hand, the evolution of a geological phenomenon can be the cause of both the reduction and the increase of ADA in the investigated sites.

For example, the reduction of ADA from Envisat to Sentinel-1 datasets within the Buffer and Influence Zones of the Historic Center of Florence and Piazza del Duomo, Pisa (Figure 7 and Table 4), could be related to a general slowdown of well-known subsidence phenomena, as reported by Ref. [47] and [21] for the suburban area of Florence and by Ref. [48] for the northeastern portion of Pisa city. The slowdown in these sites is related to the time-dependency of an ongoing consolidation process affecting building built in the last decade [47,48]. In the peripheral and suburban districts of the Florentine metropolitan area, the oscillations of ground-subsidence are also due to the seasonal demand for groundwater from local aquifers [47].

The increase in the number of ADA identified in the hilly landscape of the Val d’Orcia UNESCO site through the Sentinel-1 dataset (Figure 6 and Table 4) is related to (i) a higher density of points in partially vegetated areas because of the type of processing (SqueeSAR) and the temporal repeatability of the sensor and (ii) the evolution, triggered by intense rainfalls, of the typical badlands landscape of the Val d’Orcia, including slope denudation and landslide phenomena [49].

Finally, the two ADA catalogued in the Influence Zone of the Seravezza Palace (Figure 8 and Table 4), may be due to landslides triggered by an intense and prolonged mining activity carried out within this area [50].

Ground validation in the chosen test sites is out of the scope of this manuscript, aimed at showing how to derive active motion areas within the perimeter and outside the UNESCO Tuscan heritage sites and at illustrating the preliminary results obtained.

These results show that only one Core Zone of Tuscany (Val d’Orcia) is affected by some Active Deformation Areas (ADA), whereas the greatest number of ADA has been extracted within the Influence Zones. This indicates how fundamental the investigations in these newly created zones are, which should be included in the UNESCO management system in order to guarantee better site conservation.

In addition to the aforementioned results, by comparing the past deformations with the current ones, it has been possible to identify the areas in which the movements persist in time and in the same place. These areas could be attributed to the same phenomenon (slow-moving landslides or ground-subsidence for Tuscany Region) that lasts over time. Focusing on these phenomena would avoid damages that could, in the long-term, compromise the integrity of UNESCO sites.
7. Conclusions

The proposed procedure allows mapping and monitoring of the temporal and spatial evolution of slow-kinematic phenomena (slow-moving landslides and ground-subsidence) affecting UNESCO sites, considered as Core, Buffer, and Influence Zones, the latter defined for the first time by the authors for the aims of this research. The greatest number of ADA being extracted within the Influence Zones highlights the importance of these boundaries in the preservation of the Outstanding Universal Value of UNESCO sites over times. These areas should be taken into consideration within the UNESCO management system, because a territory is a continuously changing reality, in which it is necessary to extend the monitoring not only to “sudden geological events” but also to slow-moving geohazards. Monitoring these type of phenomena, that currently are not included within the periodical UNESCO reports, can be useful to better define management and protection strategies. In addition, PSI data analyzed by means of this type of procedure, represent a useful tool to assess new slow-moving negative factors that could be added in the periodic UNESCO reports.

Our methodology is intended to be a practical example of a procedure aimed at selecting, from large interferometric datasets, moving areas, knowing a priori the limitations of the PSI technique. It is designed to operate in a fast and simple way at a regional scale, in order to be quickly and easily responded to by the potential stakeholders. The methodology has been applied for the first time in the test area of the Tuscany Region, where several UNESCO heritage sites are present; the results obtained are preliminary but represent useful information to plan potential on-site action. In the future, integrating the obtained results with additional data (e.g., geohazard inventories, ground truth information, etc.) and on-site investigations, it will be possible to characterize the nature of the deformation areas in detail.

Thanks to the free availability, the regularity of acquisition, and the worldwide coverage of the Sentinel-1 data, similar procedures could be exploited by decision makers for improving the “geohazard knowledge” of each World Heritage Site.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/7/992/s1, Table S1: Mean, max velocities and number of APs for each UNESCO heritage site in Tuscany. The velocity fields units are mm/year in absolute value. nd = no data. For the UNESCO sites numeration see Table 1.
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